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We prove that the strong uniformization does not depend on Church thesis with choice in the set theory
with intuitionistic logic and with axiom of extensionality.
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In [1] was proved the independence of the principle of the strong uniformization
on Church thesis with choice in the intuitionistic set theory with two kinds of variables,
without extesionality plus the strong Markov principle and double complement of sets
(DCS). The strong principle of uniformization is: U=∀x∃nϕ(x, n)→∃n∀xϕ(x, n).
This principle appeared for the first time in the work of A. Troelstra [2] for the
second order arithmetic with variable on sets of natural numbers variables. Formula ϕ
from U belongs to the language of the set theory with two kinds of variables (on naturals and on sets). Two predicates letters are x∈y and n = m. An analogical principle U!
contains the request of the uniqueness of natural n in the premise under quantifier of ∃.
It is evident that U A U!
Forms of Church thesis which are examined in the present work (with choice —
strong thesis CT and with uniqueness — CT!) and strong Markov principle are well
known and can be found in [3]. We note that the weak uniformization can be deduced
from the weak Church thesis CT! (the proof is given in [4] and can be used in ZermeloFraenkel intuitionistic set theory). We give an additional formulation of the classical
true principle DCS, which has in our double kinds language the following notation:
∀a∃x[∀n(¬¬n∈a→n∈x)∧∀u(¬¬u∈a→u∈x)]. In [5] it was proved that all mentioned
principles are consistent with full the intuitionistic set theory. In [3] we used a model
in which all axiom schemes and axioms of the set theory and all above mentioned
principles are realized excepting the uniformization that it was not possible to realize
and its realization was not disproved.
The problem of investigations of relations of principles U, U!, CT, CT! on the
level of the set theory is connected above all with the proof of nonderivability of principles of uniformization from principles of Church and determination of the role of
extensionality in the second case. In the end of my work I will give the summary of
results for the set theories of ZF-type with intuitionistic logic including the result
which is obtained in the present work. We note also that for the intuitionistic type
theory corresponding results were obtained by G. Scwartz in [4] and in the same work
the role of extensionality was explained.
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In the present work we announce the nonderivability of the strong uniformization in the intuitionistic set theory with two kinds of variables and extensionality (full
set theory!) and additional Markov strong principle, DCS and strong Church thesis
and in this way the result from [1] is reinforced and all open problems from [1] will
be resolved. Furstly this present result was announced in [6]. We proved in [7] that in
the model from [3] the uniformization is refused. Therefore models from [3] and [5] are
different. In counterexample ϕ contains only one parameter.
Open problem is: to give a counterexample of the uniformization in which the
same formula has no parameters.
We note also that while reading this work knowledge of [1; 3; 5] is useful and
necessary though the full formulation of the set theory with intuitionistic logic and all
additional principles will be given.
Remark 1. We choose the following notation: variables on natural numbers are
n, m, p, l, k, h, s, variables on sets are a, b, x, y, z, u, v, w.
Let us give now an exact formulation of set theories ZFIR2 and ZFIC2. We start
from ZFIR2. Logical axioms of this theory are axioms of intuitionistic logic of predicates
with two mentioned kinds. The own axioms and scheme axioms include standard
axioms HA and the following set theoretical axioms.
Let us give now the shortly formulation of set theories ZFIR2 and ZFIC2. We start
from ZFIR2. Logical axioms of this theory are axioms of intuitionistic logic of predicates with two mentioned kinds. The own axioms and scheme axioms include standard
axioms HA and the following set theoretical axioms.
1. Extensionality
2. Pair
3. Union
4. Power
5. Separation
6. ε-induction
7. Infinity
8. Replacement
Scheme of collection differs from scheme 8 only by the fact that in the premise
the quantifier of existence does not contain a symbol of uniqueness.
Let us note also that the used abbreviations for the notation are standard and that
the replacement is deduced from the collection. System ZFIR2 includes axioms 1—8,
and system ZFIC2 includes axioms 1—7 and collection. In 1985 H. Friedman and
A. Schedrov proved that the system with collection deductively is more strong that
the system with replacement because ZFIR2 possesses the property of full existence
but ZFIC2 has not the same property. In systems ZFIC2 and ZFIR2 Heyting’s arithmetic HA is contained on the first level in the explicit form and it requires a kind of
variables on naturals. In these systems the scheme of induction has a standard form
and formula ϕ can admit parameters on all kinds of variables.
Theorem. ZFIC2 + M + DCS + CT G U}
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Lemma. For every prf f(n, h, k, p, s) there exist a set x from V (universe of our
model) such that the given function is not its function of extensionality.
Corollary. There is no prf such that it could be a function of extensionality for
all sets from V. In particular the function f(n, h, k, p, s) which for any h, k, p, s is not
identical along the first argument is not the function of extensionality for all sets from V.
Notice 1. In the above Lemma instead of V we can take Vα (for example for α = ω).
Notice 2. We can try to use the given property of universum V for receiving
a counterexample of the strong principle of uniformization to prove the independence
of that principle on Church thesis with choice in the intuitionistic set theory. Formula ϕ
will not contain any parameters in the non formal notation of this counterexample.
But it is necessary to give a formal notation in the language of the set theory.
We present only meta notation the following example of strong uniformization
(see also [1] or [7]):
∀x∃n(¬<n, x>∈ar)→∃n∀x(¬<n, x>∈ar). Here ar is a free variable on sets with
number r. We evaluate this variable on the set y∈V: y={<0, w>:∃x∈Vα(x≠∅∧w={<n, h>,
<m, v>: v∼x; ensembles m and n are not empty; the ensemble h is not empty and
∀vh(¬(vexth) (for example for numbers of the empty function }}∪{<0, z>: z∼ w}.
Here α ≥ ω (see Notice 1).
Now we give the summary of results for non type set theory with two kinds of
variables. All principles have parameters of any kinds.
ZFIC2+M+DCS+CT GU
ZFIC2+M+DCS+U! G U
ZFIC2+M+DCS+CT!+U G CT
ZFIR2+CT! A U!
ZFIR2+U A U!
ZFIR2 + CT A CT!
ZFIC2+M+DCS+U G CT!
ZFIC2+M+DCS+U G CT
The open problem is: ZFIC2 without extensionality+M+DCS+CTG U!
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В работе рассмотрены доказанные ранее в статьях автора и приведен (без доказательства)
последний из результатов о соотношениях разных видов принципа униформизации и тезисов Чёрча в
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